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Translation is a process to transfer a message from the source language into the target language. In the translation process, the message of the source language must be transferred accurately into the target language. Many translations do not contain the original message or always distort the meaning. Considering, the problem of distort meaning in the translation the writer conducts this study.

In this study, the writer analyzes a Christmas song. The song that is analyzed is the English version Rudolph the Red Nosed Reindeer and the Indonesian version Rudolf Rusa yang Lucu. This song contains seventeen verses including the title.

This study uses Nida’s theory to analyze the meaning transfer in the Christmas song. As the unit analysis, the writer uses the total meaning of the verses. She analyzes the verses to know whether the meaning of the verses is preserved or distorted.

The results of this study show that there are eight verses including the title have preserved meaning, which already fulfilled Nida’s criteria of semantic adjustment while the other nine verses have distorted meaning which do not fulfill Nida’s criteria of semantic adjustment because the meaning of the source language, English, is not transferred accurately into the target language, Indonesian.

Based on the findings of this study, she gives practical suggestion and further research. In the practical suggestion, she suggests for the next researchers to replicate the study on translation using semantic features as the unit analysis. This is to prove whether the future findings are similar or not compared with the findings of this study. Further, the writer suggests the next researchers to analyze other Christmas songs. This is to enrich the field of songs translation.